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In this thesis, I propose a method and a system for augmenting eating activities and functions 
concerned with food utilizing electric taste. Humans have eaten and continue to eat throughout history. 
Eating has many roles and meanings for humans; therefore, we have developed eating activities and 
technology concerned with food. 
 
The area of computer and information science research has also focused on these areas; consequently, 
different studies have proposed methods for recording and sharing recipes, recording dinner logs, and 
making comfortable eating places. In addition, studies have also proposed methods for outputting 
sensory stimulation. 
 
I have proposed methods for augmenting eating activities and functions concerned with food. On this 
occasion, I focused on the functions and effects of food. Food has three main functions: sustenance; 
taste, sense, and preference; and biological regulation. The first function (sustenance) and the third 
function (biological regulation) have an effect on our body, and the second function (taste, sense, and 
preference) produces an effect when we eat and drink.  
 
In addition, the second function (taste, sense, and preference) affects our choice of the type of food we 
eat. Normally, human does not tend to consume the foods we want in excessive quantities, because our 
preference is based on physiological drives. However, humans’ preference is more complicated because 
our preference is affected by information and personal communication. Hence, preference and the 
effects of eating foods affect the balance between the three functions, which results in excessive or 
inadequate intake of sustenance. 
 
Naturally, we control this balance of taste and sustenance in the process of cooking. In contrast, 
researchers also propose the method of controlling only taste, sense, and preferences. For example, 
some researchers use cross-interaction of the senses to cause a pseudo-change of taste. In addition, 
taste-modifying substances might be used because this substance can only change our perception of 
taste. However, controlling our second function (taste, sense, and preference) by outputting the taste 
stimulus is considered difficult. Because outputting and removing a tastant is complicated, controlling 
the tastant arbitrarily and reversibly appears difficult. Hence, the method of adding a taste stimulus 
and being able to control it arbitrarily and reversibly has long been expected. 
 
In this thesis, I focused on the taste that is perceived when our tongue receives electricity. This taste is 
usually called “electric taste,” and many studies have revealed this function and taste qualities. An 
electrogustometer has been proposed and improved because the electric taste is used mainly in 
gustometry. Recently, some studies have used the electric taste to present taste qualities. 
 
I propose to control taste quality by adding the electric taste quality to the taste of foods. In other 
words, I propose to control the second function (taste, sense, and preference) using electric taste. First, 
I produce a prototype that can apply electric taste through eating activities, and I evaluate this 
prototype. In addition, I propose a method for controlling saltiness without adding salt, by controlling 
the taste of saltiness. In addition, I evaluate and discuss my findings that this system can control the 
balance between the three functions, and prevent an excessive intake of salt. 
 
In the first chapter, I introduce the roles and meanings of eating in humans, and the contribution of 
several technologies regarding eating and cooking. In addition, I discuss the function of food and the 
ingestion of food and beverages. I also discuss the factors that are affected by choosing food from the 
aspect of food function and suggest problems. Finally, I introduce existing proposal and their problems.  
Based on the acknowledgment, I introduce the purpose, implemention, and composition of my thesis. 
 
In the second chapter，I introduce fundamental knowledge and works related to my study. First, I 
introduce the structure of the organ used for taste: the tongue and the taste receptors, and describe 
how our taste receptors receive tastants. In addition, I discuss taste-modifying substances that 
influence our taste receptors and change our perceptions of taste. Next, I introduce studies that utilize 
information technologies for eating and cooking. After introducing the human experience of taste and 
delicacy, I introduce two areas of study: controlling taste using cross-modal interaction, and outputting 
and modifying systems utilizing 3D printers, laser cutters, and so on. Finally, I introduce the electric 
taste. After introducing the mechanism and the quality of electric taste, I trace the history of 
electrogustometry and the electrogustometer. In addition, I discuss the usage of the electric taste in 
recent studies by introducing methods for the information output system that uses the electric taste. 
 
In the third chapter, I introduce methods for applying the taste quality of electricity through our 
eating and drinking behavior. After discussing the integrans of our system, I describe prototypes based 
on these integrants. In this thesis, I categorize my prototypes into two types: a bipolar type in which 
two electrodes are attached to food, and a single-polar type in which one electrode is attached to food 
and a separate electrode is attached to a human. In addition, I measure the reaction time, and verify 
the taste qualities that can be perceived with anodal and cathodal stimulus. 
 
In the fourth chapter, I introduce a saltiness enhancer using a cathodal current based on the work of 
Hettinger et al. After introducing Hettinger et al.’s study, I describe a system that has an eating 
detection unit and an automatic applying and releasing unit. Furthermore, I introduce an evaluation 
method that measures the taste intensity of food when a saltiness enhancer is applied, in order to 
verify the effectiveness of our system. 
 
In the fifth chapter, I describe the conclusion to my study in two aspects: first is a prototype that I 
propose and with which I perform experiments; next is the augmentation of eating activities and foods 
through my proposed system, the saltiness enhancer. 
 
In the sixth chapter, I discuss the vision of my study. First, as the other use of my prototype, I describe 
a method for the sharing system or the electric taste, the usage of multi-users, and the augmentation 
of our sense of taste using several sensors and the electric taste. Next, and for long term use, I discuss 
improvements to my prototype. In this topic, I discuss three points: improvement of eating utensils, 
exterior package, and output stimulus. In the last part of my thesis, I describe the contribution and 
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